
Minutes of the Charity Tax Forum – 5 January 2017 

Attendees: 

Richard Baldwin  Sports and Recreation Alliance 
Paul Bater  Charity Law Association 
Graham Batty  Chartered Institute of Taxation 
Sean Smith  Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners 
Susan Cattell  Institute of Chartered Accountants in Scotland 
Ian Clark  Charity Representative 
Trevor James  Association of Church Accountants and Treasurers 
Chris Lane  Charity Tax Group 
Gillian McKay  Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales 
Michael Bitwistle  NCVO 
Stephanie Siddall  Institute of Fundraising 
David Warrellow  National Trust 
Neal Green 
Ben Harrison 

 Charity Commission 
Office for Civil Society 
  

Rachel Nixon   HMRC (Chair) 
Anthony Bottone 
Phil Sears 
Tony Johnson 
Owen Price 
Maria Coutinho 

 HMRC 
HMRC 
HMRC 
HMRC 
HMRC (Notes) 

 
Simon Jackson 
Daniel Pease 

  
HMT 
HMT 

Helen McHardy  HMT 
   

1. Introduction and Apologies 
 

The Chair welcomed attendees and reflected on recent changes to the structure of 
HMRC and to changes in her team: 

 Sue Pennicott who was Head of Charities Policy has moved on and will be 
replaced by Adrian Coates who will take up post on 1st February 2017. 

 Owen Price has been promoted and moved to the Savings Policy Team. 

 Michelle Stokell, as the VAT specialist, has moved on and replaced by Phil 
Sears. 

 
2. Action Log 
 
Action Point 13.9 The latest version of the Fit and Proper Persons guidance had been 
shared but not all had received it.  Rachel to re-send guidance to all Charity Tax Forum 
participants.   
 
Action Point 21.0 Simon Jackson (HMT) will be giving a presentation today.  See point 
3.  Action closed. 
 



Action Point 21.3 Due to the busy Autumn Statement and staff changes there has 
been no further update on clarification on tax cover; however, this continues to be 
looked at and the position will be updated at the next meeting. 
 
Long Term Issue 
 
Gift Aid Higher Rate Relief - Attendees discussed Gift Aid Higher Rate Relief to clarify 
the purpose behind it being an action point. Attendees felt this was an ongoing issue 
because there was still no mechanism for higher rate taxpayers to allow the repayment 
to go back to the charity and there are still issues with individuals claiming back higher 
rate relief. The personal tax account may offer the solution here. 
 
 Action Point 21.0: to add this to the agenda for the next meeting for a substantive 
discussion.  
 
3. VAT Issues  

 
Simon Jackson attended CTF to update the Forum on VAT issues.  

 
i. Autumn Statement - no changes to tax affecting charities.   
 

ii. Zero rate applied for adapted vehicles for disabled and older people 
- Has been open to abuse. 
- Tightening rules by restricting the number of cars to one purchased every 3 

years under the scheme unless substantial changes made or written off. 
Dealers to submit mandatory form to confirm eligibility of purchaser. 

- Changes are not to relief away, but to bring down fraud. 
 

iii. Budget Date set for 8 March 
- Ensure representations are submitted so they can be considered. 
- Anticipate there will be questions on Brexit, but too early to say what the 

approach will be on reliefs and VAT. 
- However, costs, tax revenue, VFM, economical benefits all need to be taken 

into consideration. 
 

iv. VAT refund, extension of Section 33  

- key stipulation - consider cost. 
- No movement on expansion in the short term due to fiscal climate. 

 
v. Current state Green Energy 

- were reviewing reduced rate on VAT on energy installation but due to Brexit 
put on hold.  Can review next step but nothing set in stone.   

- any changes will be made via Financial Bill. 
 

vi. VAT & Cost Sharing 
- Any exemptions set in law. 
- Whilst in EU abide by EU rules. 

 
vii. EU Consultation on VAT Rates 

- Exemptions giving members flexibility regarding baseline standard rate. 



- In principle, give member states more flexibility, but proposal to be 
discussed in light of Brexit. 

- Not fast process, may leave before changes. 
- Cost key consideration. 
- Look at best value for customer. 

 
viii. VAT and Brexit 

- VAT significant issue given importance to public finances. 
- Raise issues/concerns, identifying now in context of Brexit. 
- Happy to receive any representations on charities’ positions in advance of 

Brexit negotiations. 
 
4. Gift Aid Donor Benefits  

 
i. Helen McHardy from HMT provided an update on its review of the Gift Aid donor 

benefits rules. HMT is consulting further on simplifications. Officials thanked all 
those who responded to the first consultation: most responses were very detailed 
and considered and officials appreciate the time taken by the sector to set out 
thinking on this. 

 
ii. However, there was little clear consensus coming out of the consultation so HMT 

is now consulting again, on a narrower range of options centred on retaining 
threshold(s) and on a low value disregard. HMT hopes the sector will respond 
again with views on this. Informal meetings are being held at HMT during January 
to gather views: CTF attendees not already attending these should advise if they 
do wish to do so. 

 
iii. HMT agreed the needs of charities with limited resource or expertise must be taken 

into account and would welcome suggestions of how best to engage with these 
charities. Volunteers for the working group from these sectors or with links to them 
would be welcome.  

 
5. Gift Aid Small Donations Scheme (GASDS)  

 
i. Owen Price provided an update on changes to the Gift Aid Small Donations 

Scheme (GASDS).  
 

ii. Following consultation over the summer of 2016, the Small Charitable Donations 
and Childcare Payments Bill was introduced in the House of Commons in 
September. The Bill cleared its final stage in the House of Lords in December and 
Royal Assent is expected to be granted very soon with the new rules taking effect 
from 6 April 2017. 

 
iii. From 6 April 2017, two of the three main eligibility criteria for the scheme will be 

removed. Charities will no longer need to have been registered for at least two full 
tax years before they can claim under GASDS. Charities will also no longer need 
to demonstrate a history of successful Gift Aid claims over the previous four tax 
years. 

 



iv. The Government has also clarified the operation of the community buildings rules 
and has extended the rules to allow charities operating out of community buildings 
to claim on small donations collected outside of the building but within the local 
authority area. HMRC explained that this was intended to help uniformed groups, 
such as Scouts, who operate from community buildings but who carry out most of 
their fundraising in the local community. 

 
v. From 6 April 2017 charities will also be able to claim GASDS top-up payments on 

donations collected using contactless collection terminals. 
 

vi. HMRC are finalising draft guidance setting out the operation of the new rules. 
HMRC asked for volunteers from the forum’s membership to provide feedback on 
the draft guidance before it is published in April. 

 
Action Point 21.1 – Forum members to email 
charitypolicy.taxteam@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk if they would like to review the draft 
GASDS guidance. 
 

vii. The forum discussed awareness raising and communications. 
 
6. Gift Aid Intermediaries  

 
The regulations have been made and laid and will come into force from 6 April. These 
regulations will replace the 2000 regulations. They broadly replicate the current regime 
for GADs given by donors, but will also permit GADs to be given by an intermediary 
on a donor’s behalf. The new process allows a donor to give permission to an 
intermediary to create GADs on their behalf for all subsequent donations made in that 
tax year. It will also make it easier for donors to certify that Gift Aid can be claimed on 
donations to multiple charities made through intermediaries via digital channels, 
leading to Gift Aid being claimed on a greater proportion of eligible donations and more 
tax relief going to charities. Chris Maudsley is currently preparing draft guidance for 
publication.  
 
7. AOB 
 

 Insurance Premium Tax - Concern was raised over the impact on charities of 
the recent announcement on increases in the tax rate.  
Attendees were keen to understand the impact on charities for all tax measures 
as a whole. 

 

 Joint Portal - HMRC are working with CCEW to deliver a joint portal. 
 
 
Next Date of Meeting:  22 May at 1.30 pm.  
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